Introduction
The longest serving Edinburgh rabbi, Dr Salis Daiches from Vilna, has not received much scholarly attention. Indeed, the history of Scottish Jewry to date largely remains a lacuna in research on British Jewish history. difficult man to know, not least for his children. And it is attractive to rely on this first-hand testimony in the absence of other materials which allow a more intimate understanding of the kind of man Rabbi Dr Salis Daiches was. The archive testifies to a man in demand in many different professional and public contexts, to a life of service and duty fuelled by a sense of his own ability, significance and ambition. 11 Daiches is probably best characterised as an orator, thriving on his ability to respond eloquently, with depth and powerful reasoning, to all manner of occasions to which he was invited to speak. 12 But David Daiches is not only his father's son, he is also writing his own memories of a childhood in Edinburgh. As such, Two Worlds, including 'Promised Lands', is a work of memory beset by all the usual interpretive challenges when using personal memoir as a historical source text. 13 16 Daiches arrived in the UK at a crucial time of Jewish immigration and heightened tension between Eastern European migrants and the established Anglo-Jewish community. 17 His religious outlook, I argue, made him attractive to both sides of the divide.
The Anglo-Jewish religious and social establishment could perceive him as a bridge between new immigrants and the anglicised community due to his Litvak roots and traditional education and his German modern-orthodox training. The immigrant community could relate to his willingness to meet them on their own turf, addressing congregations in Yiddish and 'translating' their religious needs into the Anglo-Jewish vernacular while trying to persuade them of the benefits of acculturation which can be enjoyed without ceasing to be orthodox. Ben Elton has developed a typology to capture religious Jewish responses to modernity which is useful for the following analysis. 31 Ranging from antipathy, rejecting modernity as a threat to authentic Judaism, to acceptance, in which modern secular society replaces Judaism, at the extreme ends, 32 the majority of responses congregates around the 'acknowledgement' and 'adaptation' schools. The acknowledgement school recognises positive aspects of modernity, but seeks to retain the essentials of Jewish tradition. The adaptation school works to adapt Judaism to the insights generated by the modern age. Elton's typology is helpful for this article, because it can usefully be mapped onto Daiches' self-presentation in the public religious-political sphere and thus be used to begin to tease out his religious ideology.
Both Hermann Adler and Joseph Hertz, the two Chief Rabbis during whose tenure Salis Congregation, struggling to make ends meet on a modest, frozen, salary which he clearly saw as unfit for someone of his education and standing. 48 Yet, the notion of future elevation to a supervisory position and regional halakhic authority bestowed by the London Beth Din, as well as his attachment to Scotland and the city of Edinburgh in particular, kept him where he was. 49 Salis Daiches died in 1945, days before the end of World War II.
Ideology
Daiches was a prolific writer who frequently expressed his opinion on political and social issues of the day in print, mostly in newspapers, through letters to the editor and interviews.
His real gift, as reported by his son David Daiches, was oratory. 50 He certainly outlined or even wrote out his sermons, but eye-witness testimony suggests that his delivery of sermons, speeches and papers was most impressive, a dimension that cannot be conveyed through the Furthermore, rabbis in Germany were meant to espouse political neutrality as a key virtue. 72 Daiches' desire for complete equality of minorities with the resident majority, expressed in his frequent interventions in political debates, may have been a cause for concern for German Jewish communities and thus significantly curtailed his leadership ambitions. 
